In Vivo Photoacoustic Lifetime Based Oxygen Imaging with Tumor Targeted G2 Polyacrylamide Nanosonophores.
Lifetime imaging methods using phosphorescence quenching by oxygen for molecular oxygen concentration measurement have been developed and used for noninvasive oxygen monitoring. This study reports photoacoustic (PA) oxygen imaging powered by polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel nanoparticles (NP) which offer advantages including improved biocompatibility, reduced toxicity, and active tumor targeting. A known oxygen indicator, oxyphor G2, was conjugated with the matrix of the NPs, giving G2-PAA NPs, followed by PEGylation for biocompatibility and F3 surface modification for tumor targeting. Using two lasers providing pump and probe pulses, respectively, PA imaging was performed so as to quantitatively map the oxygen concentration in biological tissues in vivo, including cancer tumors and normal thigh muscles. Furthermore, via the imaging at the pump wavelength and two additional wavelengths, the accumulation of the G2-PAA NPs in the tumors were also determined. The successful imaging experiment accomplished on animal models renders a method for in vivo noninvasive imaging and assessment of hypoxic tumor microenvironments, which is critical for assessing cancer progression, metastasis, and treatment.